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even assaulted some of them, was allowed to live in the community in which he was abusing because 
technically and legally there was nothing that could be done.  
 
Of course living in our community in Derry 'technically' and 'legally' are nice phrases from police 
procedurals on TV. The police couldn't or wouldn't do anything about the continued reports because, to all 
intents and purposes, our community is self policed - the official police service will not enter it without a 
strong army backup. It got to the stage where one night this guy was forcibly dragged from his home 
beaten thoroughly in front of a large cheering audience then gagged, thrown in the back of the car and 
found down a deserted and lonely lane in the countryside with an execution style single shot to the back 
of the head. Now if anyone needed killin' it was this bloke. 
 
For years I have harboured the weirdest contradiction in that I tend to agree with this kind of vigilante 
justice. These are people who need killin'. In very real terms, these are people who need murdering. Their 
crimes are too brutal and horrible to contemplate. Intellectually I know that the flip side is that a lot of 
people who just 'looked funny at my missus' or something equally ridiculous get beaten up, maimed and 
sometimes shot. Not even that they were innocent bystanders but that someone in authority in these 
para-militaries organisations simply didn't like the looks of them, took offence and bang they're dead. 
 
On the other hand I am self righteously outraged when some like Pat Finucane gets murdered or when 
some other terrorist outrage occurs in Northern Ireland. There can be not justification for the brutal 
slaying of Pat Finucane There is loads of justification for taking the pedophile threat away from our 
community. How do I come to terms with the inherent stupidity that holding these views requires. I don't 
know, but I have.  
 
No I'm not happy, but some people do need killin'. 
 
* Taken from an article by Nic Farey in Banana Wings 17 (see my review in TommyWorld 52) 
 

***** 
 
So what's going on with TommyWorld? Well I'm back for twelve issues (51 to 62) which should take me 
up to around the wedding. After that we're going to try and get to NovaCon 32 this year (failing that 
EasterCon next year) and I'm going to see how things go from there. This all started from Banana Wings 
17 - sometimes those guys just get me up and going again. Then there has been a plethora of new 
fanzines through the post like Velleity 1 from Damian Warman, Sleight of Hand 1 from John Teehan, a 
bunch of zines from Max and of course BW which have re-inspired me. The launch of my new web site has 
also meant a desire to get back into the swing of things and generally stick my oar back in the water. 
 
Next issue I'm going to be printing comments so feel free to write to me anyhow you please. I'll also be 
doing some more personal stuff about the wedding, getting visas for Leslie and our recent travels. See 
you all then. 
 
 
 
 
 

This is being distributed to a whole bunch of friends on the net, if you received this and would NOT like to be 
on the mailing list please accept my apologies for this intrusion and let me know so that you will not be 
bothered by further ramblings. If you know someone who would like to be on the mailing drop me a line. 
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